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Introduction 

The 2018-2023 City of Lathrup Village Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) will 

serve as a tool to assist the city in turning long-range policy planning into 

real improvements on the ground.  A six-year capital improvement plan and 

an annual update of that plan is a requirement for the City of Lathrup 

Village under the Michigan Planning Enabling Act of 2008.  The following 

report identifies the major capital improvements needed and/or planned 

for the community, the timeframe for implementation of those 

improvements, and the budget and revenue sources that will make those 

improvements a reality.  Capital improvements cover multiple departments 

within the City of Lathrup Village and include new facilities, water and sewer 

line= replacements and improvements, police equipment, parks and 

recreation facilities, non-motorized pathways, and professional services.  

What is a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)? 

A Capital Improvement Plan is a six-year schedule of public physical 

improvements which identifies the needs for major public infrastructure 

improvements, and the sources of funding to make those improvements.  It 

provides a schedule of expenditures for constructing, maintaining, 

upgrading, and/or replacing a community’s physical inventory.  The CIP, 

therefore, is a tool to assess the long-term capital project requirements (the 

“big jobs”) of Lathrup Village.  Since capital improvement projects are 

spread across multiple community needs (fire protection, police, water and 

sewer, parks and recreation, municipal administration, etc.), the CIP 

prioritizes these projects across the entire community and over time, 

providing an “apples-to-apples” comparison of the community’s various 

needs and wants.     
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What are Capital Improvement Projects? 

Capital improvement projects are major and infrequent expenditures, such 

as the construction of a new facility, a major rehabilitation or repair of an 

existing facility, or the purchase of major equipment.  Capital improvement 

projects are non-recurring expenditures that tend to be large both in 

physical size and in cost, and have a long-term usefulness (10 years or 

more) .  Examples of capital improvement projects can include: 

▪ Construction of a new city hall 

▪ Construction of a new police station 

▪ Extension or replacement of a water/sewer line 

▪ Major rehabilitation of a city’s community center 

▪ Creation of a new city park 

▪ Large equipment and vehicles 

Each department is asked to take a long view look at future initiatives or 

improvements that may require capital purchases in order to be fully 

implemented. Each department work to improve the manner by which the 

city delivers services to its residents and stakeholders. Wish lists are 

developed based on research and discussions with communities that have 

similar needs. The majority of the capital purchases in these categories are 

funded through the general fund, however, through knowledge and 

research of our future planned costs allows for the pursuit of grant and 

other outside funding sources to meet our policy goals. The following 

sections discuss the city’s various needs and proposed funding by 

department.  

The term “major expenditure” is relative; what is “major” to one 

community might be “minor” to another.  The City of Ann Arbor, for 

example, sets a minimum threshold of $100,000 for projects to be included 

in the City’s CIP, while the City of Rochester Hills sets a minimum of 

Example of Sewer Rehab 
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$25,000.  Lathrup Village’s policy for determining a Capital Improvement is 

defined in the following section. 

What is City of Lathrup Village’s Capital Improvement Policy?   

A capital improvement project is a major, nonrecurring expenditure that 

meets one of more of the following criteria: 

▪ Any acquisition of land for a public purpose which costs $5,000 or 

more. 

▪ Any construction of a new public facility (city building, water/sewer 

lines, pathways), or any addition to an existing public facility, the cost 

of which equals $5,000 or more and has a useful life of three or more 

years. 

▪ A nonrecurring rehabilitation (not to include annual/recurring 

maintenance) of a building, its grounds, a facility, or equipment, the 

cost of said rehabilitation being $5,000 or more with a useful life of 

three or more years. 

▪ Purchase of major equipment which, individually or in total, cost 

$5,000 or more with a useful life of three or more years. 

▪ Planning, feasibility, engineering, or design studies related to an 

individual capital improvement project, or program implemented 

through individual capital improvement projects, with a cost of 

$5,000 or more and a useful life of three or more years. 

What is the role of the City Planning Commission in the CIP process? 

The Capital Improvement Program is a dynamic planning document, intended 

to serve as a tool to implement the City of Lathrup Village’s Master Plan.  The 

Master Plan should correspondingly include capital improvement projects as 

well as guide long-term capital planning.  The Planning Commission is 

uniquely qualified to manage the development and annual update of the 

City’s CIP, based on their role in creating and updating the city’s Master Plan.  

The Planning Commission’s role will ensure that public works projects are 

consistent with the land uses identified within the Master Plan.  By making a 

recommendation of approval for the CIP to the City Council, the Planning 
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Commission agrees that the projects outlined within it reasonably address 

the city’s capital improvement needs.      

The CIP is an essential link between planning for capital improvement 

projects and budgeting for them.  Once approved by the City Council, the 

CIP can be used to develop the capital project portion of the city’s budget.  

Those projects included in the CIP’s first year (2018) potentially form the 

basis for the upcoming year’s capital project budget.  As the CIP is 

annually updated, a continuous relationship will be maintained between 

the CIP and the city’s annual budget.  The annual update to the CIP will 

occur in advance of the preparation of the city’s budget.           

 What are the Benefits of Preparing a Capital Improvement Plan? 

▪ Prudent use of taxpayer dollars 

▪ Prioritizing projects across the needs of the community and across   

departments (an “apples-to-apples” comparison) 

▪ Generating community support by inviting public input  

▪ Promoting economic development 

▪ Improving the city’s eligibility for State and Federal grants 

▪ Providing an implementation tool for the goals and objectives of 

the city’s Master Plan 

▪ Transparency in identification of high-priority projects 

▪ Coordination / cost-sharing between projects   
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Program Areas 

The following sections outline the Program Areas of the City of Lathrup 
Village’s CIP:  

1. Data Collection Process 
2. Data Compilation Process 
3. CIP Adoption Process 
 

The components of the CIP are compiled and reported by Program Areas. The 

following table (Figure 1-2) displays the Program Areas used in this CIP (each 

assigned with a color). These program areas represent the stakeholders in the 

CIP. 

1.  Data Collection 

Each of the stakeholders outlined above has either a master plan or schedule 

that defines the needs and resource level within their respective area of 

responsibility. This information is in varied formats and cannot be readily 

compiled without a significant amount of interpretation. To resolve this 

interface situation, standard forms were created that allow the stakeholders 

to define their projects and resource allocation levels. The standard forms 

used for data collection are found in the Appendix.   

Before projects were ranked, a subcommittee consisting of three planning 

commission members was selected to oversee the project ranking process. A 

meeting with the subcommittee and other involved stakeholders was 

convened, where the CIP and ranking process was explained in detail. 

Projects were then scored using the project ranking forms found in the 

appendix. The information generated from these forms has been 

systematically compiled as the core of the CIP.   A definition of the forms is 

provided as follows: 

FIGURE 1-2. CIP PROGRAM AREAS  
AD Administrative 

PS / BG Department of Public Services (PS); Building and Grounds (BG) 

W Water  

S Sewer 

PR Parks & Recreation 
PD Police Department 

R Local Roads 

DDA Downtown Development Authority 
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• Project Application Form - Consists of project descriptions, schedules, necessity, and possible sources of funding. 

The information provides an understanding of the overall scope of each project and how it is valued within its 

program area and within the City.  While stakeholders may be aware of 

major projects further out on the horizon, only those planned for 

within the six-year window of the 2018-2024 CIP were included. 

• Project Cost Detail Form - Consists of a matrix of six (6) budget years 

across the top of the form and a listing of costing components along the 

side of the form. The form is split into two (2) parts; the upper half is 

the capital cost for the project and the lower half is the cost of 

operations or maintenance for that project if applicable. Recognition of 

the operations and maintenance costs of a project is a valuable tool in 

forecasting future needs for resource allocation.  Investment in a new 

facility is only worthwhile if there are funds available to operate and 

maintain it. 

• Project Rating Form -  This form is used when new projects are 

identified but cannot all be funded within a given fiscal year. The forms 

are used to rate both the importance and impact of a project within its 

program area and within the city (an “apples-to-apples” comparison). 

The ratings are weighted with emphasis given to those projects that are 

mandated by law, by agreement, or because they are a matter affecting 

health safety and welfare. Projects without a rankling were not 

competing for funding, either because they are mandatory or because 

no other similar projects were proposed.  

2.  Data Compilation 

The information received from the stakeholders has been compiled into a Project Summary Worksheet. This 

worksheet contains all of the projects in the CIP over six (6) budget years with a cost summary of each budget year by 

program area and for the entire CIP. Included with the worksheet is the listing of possible funding sources and an 

estimate of the city’s share for each project. The project summary worksheet can be found in the Appendix of this 

CIP. 

3.  CIP Adoption Process 

The adoption process involves a public hearing to solicit citizen input.  The CIP will then be modified (if necessary), 

approved by the city Planning Commission (via a formal recommendation for approval to the City Council), and 

forwarded to the City Council for adoption.  Adoption of the CIP by the City Council does not constitute an 

authorization to commit resources to any project. This approval is recognition of a plan for projects within the 

community that may move toward implementation in the future. The projects included within Year 1 of the Capital 

Improvement Plan potentially form the basis for the upcoming year’s capital projects budget.  An outline of the 

process is displayed in Figure 1-3 on the following page. 

Repaving Meadowbrook Way (before: 

top, and after: bottom) 
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DRAFT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PUBLIC INPUT 

POLICY DOCUMENTS 

Master Land Use Plan                     Downtown Development Authority 

Local Roads   Master Water and Sewer Plan  

Master Park Plan   Other Approved Programs  

PROJECT TYPES 

Master Plan Studies and Updates              Park Enhancements 

Local Road Improvements Storm Water Management 

Water and Sewer Extensions, Rehabilitation, and placement 

PROJECT PROCESSING 

Project Application Review               Project Evaluation and Rating 

Project Summary Prioritized by Year 

PUBLIC HEARING 
 

Planning Commission  

Administrative Review of Public Hearing 

Revisions and Recommendation on CIP 

Planning Commission 

RECOMMENDATION OF ADOPTION TO 

CITY COUNCIL 

Fiscal CIP to City Council 

RESOLUTION OF ADOPTION AND 

INCLUSION IN UPCOMING YEAR’S FISCAL-

YEAR BUDGET 

FIGURE 1-3.  CIP ADOPTION PROCESS 
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Project Summary Map  
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The Lathrup Village sanitary sewer system consists of approximately 145,000 linear feet of sewers ranging in size 

from 8 inch to 24 inches in diameter. Of the 145,000 Ift of sewer, the older portion of the system is comprised of ap-

proximately 118,900 (82%) of vitrified clay pipe, while the newer portion of the system is comprised of approximately 

26,100 (18%) Ift of concrete pipe. Constructed in the 1920s, originally as a combined sewer system until the 1960s at 

which time the City converted it to a dedicated sanitary sewer system. It is believed that all residents and businesses 

within the City are connected to the sanitary sewer and there are no active septic systems. Since the City of Lathrup 

Village reached its full development capacity the sanitary sewer system cover the entire city with no need for expan-

sion. 

During the construction of 1-696, the system was severed and divided into a northern and a southern system that are 

metered and discharged into the Evergreen Farmington Sewage Disposal System (EFSDS). The sewer system north of 

1-696 is routed to a 3-million-gallon retention tank which is located at the west end of Sunnybrook, near Evergreen 

Road north of 1-696.This facility is currently receiving significant maintenance and repair in order to safeguard the 

operation of the system. 

In 2012 and 2013, all sanitary sewers on the south side of 1-696 were cleaned and visually inspected for apparent 

structural failures and signs of inflow and infiltration (1&1) and found that approximately 66% of the sewers that 

were assessed were in need of repairs. The City engineer recommended that Lathrup Village repair the identified sew-

ers in an effort to provide structural improvements to sewers with multiple cracks within the sewer segment and re-

duce the amount of infiltration of ground water. According to the project's final report, the majority of the defects 

can be addressed by either grouting the sewer joints or by installing cured-in-place pipe (CIPP). The following map 

depicts the sewers locations recommended for either joint-grouting or CIPP. 

The City of Lathrup Village sewer system is a separated system (meaning that storm water and sanitary water is not 

permitted to mix), but still considered a "wet" due to the presence of footing drains. The City's upgrades and mainte-

nance over the past 15 years has been done with the primary goal of "drying out" or removing the ground and storm 

water from the system. However recent studies by the Oakland County Water resource commissioner's office has 

called into question the effectiveness of relining sewer mains and grouting joints as a method of lowering inflow and 

infiltration (l & l). Their current hypothesis is that the sanitary sewer leads and footing drains contribute enough I & I 

to negate any benefits gained from sealing sewer mains. The relining process does add structural integrity to the sys-

tem which prevents against failures and collapse. The cost of sanitary sewer capital projects is calculated into annual 

sewer rates and paid through monthly water and sewer billing. 

Sanitary Sewer  
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Of the 4 infrastructure categories of public infrastructure, the city's storm sewer sys-

tem has received the least amount of resources and a�en�on in the last decade. Up-

keep of ditches, culvert, and drains found in the right-of-way is, by City ordinance, the 

responsibility of the adjoining property owner. 

For many blocks, ditches have not been properly maintained and the culverts have be-

come damaged or have been shi$ed by the freeze/thaw cycle rendering them unable 

to perform their func�on. The result is a storm system that func�ons at a level below 

full capacity and leaves standing water in ditches for days following rainstorms. Poor 

maintenance on culverts have le$ them slow to drain or impassible, preven�ng storm 

water from reaching the proper drains which send water to the Rouge River. The cur-

rent state of the storm and ditch system impacts the subsurface ground water levies 

and the volume of flow in the city's sanitary sewer system. 

Over the next six years, an aggressive maintenance and re-ditching program will be 

implemented through our contact with Lathrup Services LLC. Given the scope of the 

repairs that are needed, this program could take over ten years to complete. Areas 

where ditches could be enclosed with corrugated drain pipes will also be studied. There 

was a successful pilot project on the 17300 sec�on of Rainbow Drive, which included 

new approach work. If the success of that project can be replicated though cost sharing 

or a specific millage, the City may be able to remove the need for homeowner ditch 

maintenance. Below is a map of planned upgrades through 2019. 

Storm Sewer  
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Capital Improvement planning is on typically a five-year time horizon, however, 

the City is in the process of planning and dedicating resources to several projects 

that will not be implemented prior to the year 2022. Many of these projects have 

not been assigned a start date because they are tied to Federal funding which has 

not yet been allocated. 

Southfield Road Project 

The City of Lathrup Village is bisected by Southfield Road, our community's major 

commercial thoroughfare. For decades, there has been discussion surrounding the 

redevelopment of Southfield Road from Mt. Vernon in Southfield to Beverly Road 

in the City of Beverly Hills. A steering committee comprising representatives from 

Lathrup Village, the City of Southfield, Beverly Hills, the Michigan Department of 

Transportation, and the Road Commission of Oakland County that oversees the 

environmental assessment of the project. Lathrup Village must address some con-

cerns found by the environmental assessment in order for there to be a "finding of 

no significant impact" (or FONSI). These concerns include parking currently locat-

ed in the right of way that, if the road is redeveloped, would make many of the 

businesses in Lathrup Village nonconforming in terms of their parking compliance. 

The city is currently working on a parking strategy in order to safeguard these 

affected properties. 

The draft of the Environmental Impact Assessment completed by Spalding De-

Decker, the consultant for the Oakland County Road Commission. Continuing 

efforts will be placed on expediting this project. In the meantime, the Downtown 

Development Authority will pursue interim actions to mitigate parking shortages, 

improve safety for pedestrian and other nonmotorized travelers, as well as en-

hance curb appeal. 

Beyond 2022 
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

 $            7,500  $                 -   

Project Description

Two new laptops for the Clerks office for voting

 $            6,000  $                 -   

Project Description

Office equipment (laptops) for two (2) city staff members and five (5) council members

AD-0003
Voting 

Equipment 

18/219       

19/20
32.0 GEN  $            7,500 

Project Description

New Server for City Hall 

AD-0002
Office 

Equipment 
18/19 32.0 GEN  $            6,000 

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

ADMINISTRATIVE

AD-0001 Server
19/20       

20/21
24 GEN  $            8,000  $            8,000  $                 -   

The City Administrator is responsible for the efficient administration of all City Departments, ensuring all laws 

and ordinances are enforced, development of an annual budget, and maintenance of an accounting system that 

shall conform with the laws and generally accepted accounting principles. The administrative departments 

include the office of the City Administrator, Treasurer, City Clerk, and the City's boards and commissions. This 

category also includes general inter-departmental needs such as copiers, printers and other office equipment. 
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

29.0 TBD

Project Description

Project Description

BG-0001
Parking lot - 

DPS building
19/20 37.0 TBD  $          40,000 

 $                 -   

18/19 40

 $          40,000  $                 -   

Project Description

 $            7,500  $            7,500  $                 -   BG-0002
Rear parking 

lot
20/21

18/19 N/A 17/18 Budget  TBD  TBD 

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICES

PS-0001 Dump Truck Local Roads  $          90,000  $          90,000 

Lathrup Village has maintained a contract with the private company Lathrup Services  to manage all of its public 

service provisions. Services such as water main repair, snow plowing, landscaping and general maintenance and 

repairs fall into this category.  

 $                 -   

Project Description

New dump truck for public services department. Replacement of old equipment. 

PS-0002 Salt Enclosure
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

Upgrades will be made to exisitng sidewalks to accommodate expanding outdoor summer programming, streetscaping, and 

the enhancement of public space 

BG-0004 Sidewalks TBD N/A TBD  $          50,000  $                 -   

Metal roof for 

DPS building
21/22 23.0 TBD  $          30,000  $          30,000  $                 -   BG-0003
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Install approx. 1,700' of NEW 12" water main from San Quentin to Wiltshire (Santa Barbara Phase II of III) (Includes 17% 

engineering fee)

N/A Water Fund  $     162,500 

 $     160,000  $              -   

Project Description

Replace approx. 800' of existing 6" water main located on the east city border between Lincoln and Margate. Consider 

lining existing pipe due to the location. (Includes 12% engineering fee)

W-0002

2018 Main 

Repair Program 

(II)

19/20 N/A Water Fund  $     340,000 

W-0001
2018 Main 

Repair Program 
19/20 N/A Water Fund  $     160,000 

 $     340,000  $              -   

PROJECT SUMMARY

WATER

 $     162,500  $              -   

Project Description

Replace approx. 650' of existing 6" water main (1928) located in San Diego from Rackham to Bloomfield (San Diego Phase I 

of II) (Includes 17% engineering fee)

W-0004

2019 Main 

Replacement 

Program (II)

20/21 N/A Water Fund  $     340,000 

 $     340,000  $              -   

Project Description

Install approx. 1,700' of new 12" water main from 11 Mile to San Quentin. (Santa Barbara Phase I of III) (Includes 17% 

engineering fee)

W-0003

2019 Main 

Replacement 

Program 

20/21

Water system repairs and line replacemetns are planned through 2023 and are funded through general and enterprise 

funds. 

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

W-0005
2020 Main 

Repair Program 
21/22 N/A Water Fund  $     162,500  $     162,500 

Project Description

Replace approx. 650' of existing 6" water main (1928) located in San Diego from Rackham to Bloomfield (San Diego Phase 

II of II) (Includes 17% engineering fee)

W-0006

2020 Main 

Repair Program 

(II)

21/22 N/A Water Fund  $     340,000  $     340,000  $              -   

Project Description

Install approx. 1,700' of NEW 12" water main from Wiltshire to 12 Mile. (Santa Barbara Phase III of III) (Includes 17% 

engineering fee)

W-0007
2021 Main 

Repair Program
22/23 N/A Water Fund  $     200,000 

 $     200,000  $              -   

Project Description

Replace approx. 1,000' of existing 6"/8" deteriorated water main at locations to be determined. (Includes 15% engineering 

fee)

 $     200,000  $              -   

Project Description

Replace approx. 1,000' of existing 6"/8" deteriorated water main at locations to be determined. (Includes 15% engineering 

fee)

W-0008
2022 Main 

Repair Program 
23/24 N/A Water Fund  $     200,000 
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

 $     120,000  $               -   

Project Description

Continue performing improvements to the sewer system to reduce infiltration. (Includes 20% engineering fee)

S-0004
2020 Sewer 

Improvement
21/22 N/A Sewer Funds  $     120,000  $     120,000  $               -   

Project Description

Continue performing improvements to the sewer system to reduce infiltration. (Includes 20% engineering fee)

Project Description

Grout approx. 4,500' of sewers (1,500 joints) to reduce the amount of infiltration entering the sewer system. Section 624 

(south of 696; PH I of II) (Includes 20% engineering fee)

S-0002
2018 Sewer 

Improvement
19/20 N/A Sewer Funds  $       60,000  $       60,000  $               -   

Project Description

Grout approx. 4,500' of sewers (1,500 joints) to reduce the amount of infiltration entering the sewer system. Section 624 

(south of 696; PH II of II) (Includes 20% engineering fee)

S-0003
2019 Sewer 

Improvement
20/21 N/A Sewer Funds  $     120,000 

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

SEWER

S-0001
2018 Sewer 

Improvement
18/19 N/A Sewer Funds  $       60,000  $       60,000  $               -   
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

Continue performing improvements to the sewer system to reduce infiltration. (Includes 20% engineering fee)

S-0005
2021 Sewer 

Improvement
22/23 N/A Sewer Funds  $     120,000  $     120,000  $               -   
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Breathalyzer machine for police station 

 $         8,000  $               -   

Project Description

Project Description

Audio/Visual recording system throughout City Hall

PD-0003
Datamaster / 

Breathalyzer
19/20 27.0 Budget Item  $         8,000 

Project Description

Fingerprinting and photographing of all arrestees

PD-0002 Camera System 18/19 35.0 Budget Item  $       25,000  $       25,000  $               -   

The Lathrup Village Police Department offers full policing services to its residents including routine patrol, traffic 

enforcement, detective services, community relations, and other specialized functions. Our officers value the 

opportunity to provide police services that are fair, courteous and responsive. We have an open door policy. 

Today Lathrup Village , with a population of over 4,000, is a small quiet town that holds the distinction of being 

one of the Oakland County's safest cities. Lathrup Village is uniquely recognized as an inviting, friendly town with 

unique architecture and winding tree-lined streets.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

Police Department 

PD-0001 AFIS / Mugshot 19/20 24.0 Budget Item  $       30,000  $       30,000  $               -   
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT TITLE YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Budget $20,000 a year for three years to replace system in 21/22

Purchase software so the police and city officials can effectively respond to FOIA requests

Project Description

Project Description

PD-0008
WatchGuard 

Redaction
18/19 N/A Budget Item  $            5,000  $            5,000  $                  -   

Project Description

Communication 

System
19/20 - 21/22 N/A Budget Item 

Budget for yearly replacement vehicles for police department, except for 19/20 

 $          60,000  $                  -   PD-0007  $          60,000 

PD-0005 New Police Station TBD N/A TBD

Project Description

PD-0006 Police Vehicle 18/19 N/A Budget Item  $          45,000  $          45,000  $                  -   

 TBD  TBD  $               -   

PD-0004 Tasers 18/19 N/A Budget Item  $       15,000  $       15,000  $               -   

Project Description

Taser replacement program
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

 $       180,000  $                 -   

Project Description

Resurfacing .40 miles of local streets. E. Wiltshire from Southfield Rd. to east City limits and TBD (includes 17% 

engineering fee)

Project Description

Reconstruct .25 miles of local streets - Roseland (Southfield to East Torminos) (Includes 17% engineering fee)

R-0002
2019 paving 

program 
19/20 N/A

Local and 

Major Roads
 $       394,000  $       144,000  $      250,000 

Project Description

Resurfacing .25 miles of major roads. WB Eleven Mile from the east City border to Southfield Rd. (Includes 25% 

engineering/MdOT paperwork fee)

R-0003
2020 paving 

program 
20/21 N/A

Local and 

Major Roads
 $       180,000 

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

LOCAL ROADS

R-0001
2018 paving 

program 
18/19 N/A

Local and 

Major Roads
 $       350,000  $       350,000  $                 -   

The City of Lathrup Village has 2L62 miles of local roads and 7.36 miles of major streets. In each year since 

2012, the city has dedicated an equivalent of 1.5 to 2 mils of taxable value to repaving local roads. While this 

did constitute a major increase in funding from previous years, it should be noted that based on the engineer's 

industry experience, the entire street system should be put on a 15-20 year resurfacing cycle. The overall goal is 

to provide an adequate levei of road maintenance within the local street system, however, based on the long 

term estimates, a 20 year resurfacing cycle would require an annual contribution of $495,000+ (or 

approximately 4.2 mils) and adjusted in each subsequent year based on inflation.
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

Resurfacing approx. .40 miles of local streets. Street segments to be determined. (Includes 17% engineering 

fee)

R-0005
2022 paving 

program 
22/23 N/A

Local and 

Major Roads
 $       150,000  $       150,000  $                 -   

R-0004  $                 -   

Project Description

Resurfacing .40 miles of local streets. Saratoga from Santa Barbra to Sunset and Sunset from California to 

Glenwood. (Includes 17% engineering fee)

2021 paving 

program 
21/22 N/A

Local and 

Major Roads
 $       180,000  $       180,000 
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 CITY SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

PR-0002

Sarackwood Park improvements 

Project Description

PR-0003
Resurfacing 

and Drainage
19/20 32 TBD  $          10,000  $          10,000  $                -   

23/24 N/A MEDC?  $       500,000 

Project Description

 $       250,000  $     250,000 
Farm Market 

Shelter

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

PARKS & RECREATION

PR-0001 Fit Park 20/21 22 Grant?  $          20,000  TBD  TBD 

The Recreation Department includes upgrades to City Parks, Community Roorn, and Fitness Center. The City's 

parks are in need of restoration and upgrades to maintain safety and accessibility. Several parks are in need of 

additional wood chips and landscaping around play equipment in order to ensure safety of use. Drainage 

improvements around recreational amenities are additionally needed to reduce instances of standing water 

and to protect accessibility. Further construction projects have been discussed to best utilize the city's 

greenspace, build on the success of existing programs, and provide amenities to residents to ensure a quality 

standard of living, health, and fitness. A reliance upon strategically employed grants and partnerships allows 

these projects to be completed at a much more affordable cost to the city.
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City of Lathrup Village

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 City  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 City  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

PROJECT 

NUMBER

PROJECT 

TITLE

YEAR RATING FUNDING  PROJECT 

COST 

 City  SHARE  OTHER 

FUNDS 

Project Description

 $                 -    $            9,100  $            9,100 

Install new streetlights in Village Center area

DDA-0003
Streetlights in 

Village Center
19/20 N/A DDA Fund

CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

PROJECT SUMMARY

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (DDA)

DDA-0001
Complete 

Streets
18/19 - 19/20 N/A

General Fund 

or Grant
 $          40,000  $          40,000  $                 -   

Implementation of the vision of the Village Center will mean significant capital improvements projects in terms of road 

construction and infrastructure improvements. A sub-area plan has been proposed to incorporate some of the recent 

proposals and negotiations with property owners and ongoing development attraction ideas, which may affect the need to 

upgrade infrastructure and proceed with additional public improvements. As Lathrup Village continues to plan for 

redevelopment in the Village Center, the capital improvements needs are sure to evolve and change.

Streetscaping Projects: The DDA has proposed improvements to Southfield Road at the gateways to the City as incremental 

improvements while the Southfield Road improvement project awaits Federal funding priority. These projects will bolster 

economic development efforts to keep Lathrup Village competitive and attractive for business development.

Streetlight Improvements: Transitioning street lights to LEDs and installment of additional streetlights in the Village Center 

will improve lighting and create a more walkable, safe, downtown. 

DDA-0002

Implement city's complete streets non-motorized transportation plan as adopted in 2011

Project Description

Construct (14) 10' x 20' parking spaces of porous asphalt, south of existing city hall

Project Description

 $                 -    $          35,000  $          35,000 
DDA Fund + 

Grant
N/A21/22

Parking Lot 

Addition
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CITY OF LATHRUP VILLAGE 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM FORMS 

 

 
Form A  Capital Facilities and Equipment Inventory  

Form B  Capital Project Request  

Form C  Capital Project Request for Equipment Purchase or Major Rental  

Form D  Detailed Project Description  

Form E  Capital Improvement Rating Sheet 
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FORM A 

City of Lathrup Village 
CAPITAL FACILITIES & EQUIPTMENT INVENTORY 

 

 Equipment 
or Facility 

Year Built 
or 

Acquired 

Latest Major 
Improvement 

Condition1  
 

Extent 
of Use2 

 

Target Date 
Rebuilding 
Expansion 

1. 
      

2. 
      

3. 
      

4. 
      

5. 
      

6. 
      

7. 
      

8. 
      

9. 
      

10. 
      

11. 
      

12. 
      

13. 
      

14. 
      

15. 
      

 

                                                           
1 Report as fair, good and excellent  
2 Report as light, moderate and heavy  
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City of Lathrup Village

2. Purpose of Project Request Form (check one)

5. Description 

6. Justification & Useful Life

BUDGET FY TOTAL
Program year FY
Program year FY
Program year FY
Program year FY
Program year FY
Program year FY
TOTAL SIX YEARS
After sixth year

8. Net effects on operating costs (±) 9. Net Effect on Municipal Income (±)

Personnel:                 number taxes
$ amount other income

purchase of service Subtotal
materials & supplies
equipment purchases
utilities Total 
other
Subtotal                           (   ) 10.

fringe benefits
general admin. Costs
other
subtotal                            (   )

Total Operating Cost
Debt Service (P & I)
Total Operating Cost

Position:         ______________________
11. Reserved

Indirect Operating costs Submitted by: ______________________
Signature:       ______________________

Submitting Authority Date ___________

gain on sale of    
replaced assets

  If adjusted for inflation, indicate adjustment percentage here: *Interest cost not included

Direct Costs

4. Location    Modify a project already in the adopted program 

7. Cost & Recommended Sources of Financing
RECOMMENDED SOURCES OF FINANCING

 Contact person ______________________________ Phone number ______________________
1. Project Title

3. Department    Add a new item to the program 
   Delete an item in a yea already a part of the program 

FORM B

CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST 
(excluding equipment)

 Department & Activity _________________________ Date prepared ______________________
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Instructions for: CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST (Form B) 

 
Form B requests the basic information required for each department project request. It 
should be completed for each project whether it is for a new project, project 
modification, or cancellation of a previously approved project. 

 
1. Project Title: Insert title of proposed project. 

 
2. Purpose of Project Request Form: Indicate whether the project is a new 

project, a modification or cancellation. 
 
3. Department Priority: Consider all projects being proposed by your department in 

the same program year. Assign a weight of 100 to the top priority project for each 
year. Rate all other projects proposed for the same year relative to the top priority 
project. For example, if projects A (100), B (95) and C (60) were proposed for a 
program year, the weight of "100" would be placed in Item 3 for project A. Also, in 
parentheses include the notation (1 of 3) to identify the project as the top priority of 
three proposed projects. 

 
4. Location: Designate the location or boundary limits of the proposed project. If a 

site is required but has not been selected, this should be indicated; or, if a site is 
tentative, provide as much accuracy as possible.  If not applicable, enter "N/ A". 

 
5. Description: Explain the nature of the project and indicate whether the project is to 

replace existing facilities, equipment or land, or is an addition involving an increase 
in service delivery. 

 
Describe the expected relationships of this project to existing or planned facilities 
and services, both public and private. Also, summarize the probable impact of the 
project on the environment or the municipality, if applicable. 

 
The description of land acquisition and construction projects should include 
dimensions, overall characteristics, unusual conditions, and any other pertinent 
information. 

 
Include references to any supporting studies or other relevant background 
information regarding this project. 

 
Attach additional sheets as necessary. 

 
6. Justification and Useful Life: Indicate the need for the project and what it is 

expected to accomplish and its anticipated useful life. Describe its relationship to 
local, regional, state and federal policies and plans, as well as the requesting 
department's multi-year plans and program. Explain the priority assigned to this 
project, and the selection of the time period proposed. 
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Include any other pertinent information and references to surveys or studies 
regarding the justification for the project not mentioned in Item 5 above. 

 
7. Cost and Recommended Sources of Financing: Insert the appropriate fiscal year 

for the budget (1st Year) and each program year (2nd through 6th). Then, indicate the 
proposed project expenditures for each fiscal year in the six-year budget and 
program; and any expenditures beyond the sixth year (after Sixth Year).  If 
adjustments are made due to inflation, indicate the rate used for this adjustment. 

 
List any recommendations for sources of financing including independent, joint or 
non-local financing sources. Such sources may include federal, state and regional 
authorities, the county, adjacent municipalities, civic organizations and private 
business. If the project's recommended source of financing involves special 
conditions or requirements, they should be indicated. 

 
8. Net Effects on Operating Costs: Indicate the effect of the project on the operating 

expenditures for each category shown. Estimate the budgetary impact of each 
change, in dollars, if possible, otherwise indicate the change with a ± in the project's 
first year. Changes in operating costs in subsequent years should also be noted if 
different from first-year changes. 

 
For personnel, show the estimated increase or decrease in the number of employees, 
and in salary or wage expenses. For purchase of services, show costs related to 
services received from suppliers, such as contract labor. Identify any entries for 
"other". Debt service costs may be computed later by the CIP Committee as an 
annual debt service cost (principal and interest) over the project's life. 

 
9. Net Effects on Municipal Income: Indicate the effect of the project on municipal 

income in each category shown in terms of an increase or decrease (±) over the first 
year of the project's life. If possible, estimate the amount of change in income in 
subsequent years if substantially different from the first year.  Income changes 
might be due to removal of property from tax rolls; a change in its assessed 
valuation; a change in fees or rents collected; or other causes. 

 
10. Submitting Authority: The department head or other official representative should 

review, sign and date each Form B. 
 
11. Reserved: This space is reserved for any notes or comments made by the CIP 

Committee. 
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City of Lathrup Village

1. Project Title & Reference No. 
Per Unit Total

(Check One)
______________Purchase

Improve procedures, records, etc. 

Item Make Age Breakdowns Rental Cost
A.
B. 
C.
D.
E.

Position ______________________________
11. Reserved

9. Recommended Disposition of Replacement Item(s)
______Possible use by other agencies _______________ Trade-in ___________________Sale
10. Submitting Authority

Submitted by _______________________________________ Date ____________________
(signature)

Estimated useful life in years
8. Replaced item(s)

Maint. Cost
Prior Year's

____________Average days per week
____________Average hours per day used

New operation _______ Approx. months (if seasonal)
Increased safety _______ weeks per year

For the weeks used, estimate:

Replace worn out equipment
6. Number of similar Items in Inventory_______Reduce personnel time

Expand service 7. Estimated use of required item(s)

Net purchase Cost 
or annual rental $ $Schedule replacement

Present Equipment obsolete

$
Less: Trade-in or 
other discount $ $5. Purpose of Expenditure (check appropriate)

3. Number of Units Requested 
______________Rental Plus: Installation or 

other costs $

FORM C
CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE OR MAJOR RENTAL

Department & Activity _________________________ Date Prepared ____________________
Contact Person ______________________________ Phone Number ____________________

4. Cost

2. Form of Acquisition Purchase price or 
annual rental $ $
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Instructions for: CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST FOR EQUIPMENT 
PURCHASE OR MAJOR RENTAL (Form C) 

 
This form, which is presented as Form C, should be included if the capital project is an 
independent equipment purchase or major rental. 

 
 
1. Project Title: Insert title of proposed project. 

 
2. Form of Acquisition: Check appropriate category. 

 
3. Number of Units Requested: Indicate the total number of units to be rented or 

purchased. 
 

4. Cost: Provide cost data requested. 
 

5. Purpose of Expenditure:  Check the appropriate reasons for this expenditure. 
 

6. Number of Similar Items in Inventory: Indicate and list the number of similar 
equipment items in the inventory of the requesting department. 

 
7. Estimated Use of Requested Item(s): Indicate the number of weeks per year 

the item is expected to be used and the approximate months of the year, if 
seasonal, and estimate the average usage (in days per week and in hours per day) 
for the specified period. Also show estimated useful life of the item based on 
planned usage. 

 
8. Replaced Items: Provide the information indicated for any municipally owned or 

rented item(s) that will be replaced by the request item(s). If there are no items 
replaced, enter N/A. 

 
9. Recommended Disposition of Replaced Items: Self-explanatory. 

 
10. Submitting Authority: The agency head or other official representative should 

review, sign and date each form. 
 

11. Notes: This space is reserved for any notes or comments made by the CIP 
Committee. 
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1. Date
2. Project Name
3. Program

B. EXPENDITURE SCHEDULE (000'S)

(18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27)
Cost Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Beyond
Elements $ Total 6 Years

C. FUNDING SCHEDULE (000'S)

E. ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET IMPACT (000'S) F. MAP reference Code:
Program Costs: Staff

Other
Facility Costs: Maintenance 

Other
Debt Service
Total Costs
Other Revenue or Cost Savings

FORM D

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
(To be filled out by CIP Committee to summarize Project Information)

   4. Department ______________________

A. IDENTIFICATION & CODING INFORMATION

1. Planning Design & 
Supervision

2. Land

3. Site Improvements 
and Utilities

4. Construction

5. Furniture & 
Equipment

6. Total

D. DESCRIPTION & JUSTIFICATION
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Project Name: 
Estimated Cost:

Major Considerations

A. Town Department Priority Classification

B. Priority Ranking

C. Project's Expected Useful Life (Three years or less score zero

D. Effect on Operating & Maintenance Costs

E. Effect on Town's revenue (tax base)

F. Availability of State/Federal Grant Moneys (If no, score zero)

TOTAL SCORE

1. Yes 5

3. Decrease Revenues 2

1. Increase Revenues 10
2. Revenues Unchanged 5

2. Cost Unchanged 5
3. Increase cost 2

3. 5 - 9 years 2

1. Reduce Cost 10

1. 20 or more years 10
2. 10 - 19 years 5

2. High 7
3. Medium 5
4. Low 2

4. New Service 2

1. Very High 10

1. Mandatory 10
2. Maintenance 7
3. Improve Efficiency 5

FORM E

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT RATING SHEET

Score Range
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Instructions for: CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT RATING SHEET (Form E) 

 
This rating sheet has six major considerations that will be used for the purpose of ranking 
projects on the town's CIP program. 

 
Every project will receive a point score in each of the six major considerations. The points 
will be totaled and used to establish a priority ranking on the CIP program. 

 
A. Department Priority Classification 

The rater must determine which priority classification a project fits under. 
 

1. Mandatory - Refers to the protection of life or maintenance of public health and 
safety, or legally required. 

 
2. Maintenance - Refers to a continuation of public services, the conservation of 

endangered resources, or the finishing of partially completed projects. 
 

3. Improve Efficiency- Refers to the replacement of obsolete facilities or the 
improvement of community facilities. 

 
4. New Service - Refers to the expansion of the public facilities service area of the 

town, or the provision of new public services. 
 

B. Priority Ranking 
Enter policy area priority from cover sheet. 

 
C. Project's Expected Useful Life 

Refer to Form B (Item 6) or Form C (Item 7). 
 

D. Effect on Operating and Maintenance Costs 
Refer to Form B (Item 8) or Form C (Item 4). 

 
E. Effect on Town's Revenue Capital (Capital Project Requests Only) 

Refer to Form B (Item 9). 

F. Availability of State/Federal Grant Moneys 

Total Score 
Total the scores for A - F. 
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